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CHAPTER I 
BASIC CONCEPTS 
(1-1) Definitions 
1.1.1 Probability and probability function: 
Suppose the events denotes the set of all possible 
outcomes of a random experiment and A1,A2....denote other 
possible events. A function which associates a i>eal value 
P(A) with each event A is called a probability function, and 
P(A) is called the probability of A if the function 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) o .4 P(A) ;i. 1 foi^  every A 
(ii) P(S) = 1 
(iii)P(U7-i Ai ) = -^i-j^ P(Ai) if A1,A2 are pairwise 
mutually exclusive events, i.e., if Ai H AJ = 0 fot^  i ^ J 
If n^ is the numbei* of outcomes which i^ esult in the 
event A being ti^ ue and n isthe total number of possible 
"A 
outcomes, then P{A) = leads to probability function 
n 
which satisfies for every A, o <j' P(A) i$ 1 
n 
P(s) = — = 1 
n 
P(A B) = P(A) -t- P(B) 
A B = ^ 
1-1-2 Probability Dietribution function: 
Each event A in the sample space may be associated vjith 
a subset x(A) in the range space of a random variable x 
where x(e) ^x(A) if and only if e 6. A probability 
distribution function is 
P(A) = P CX e x(A)] 
1-1.3 Cuanulative Probability Distribution: 
If X is a random variable defined on a sample space and 
t is any real number,then Fj^ (t) = P [X ^ t]; is the 
cumulative probability distribution function (CE)F) of X. 
Any function Fj^ Ct) may be (CDF) of a random variable X 
if it satisfies the following conditions: 
Ci) lim^_^_Fx (t) = 0 
(ii) lim^_,_^Fjr (t) = 1 
(iii) Fjj (t) is a non-decreasing function of t. 
(iv) Fjj (t) is right continous ie. 
liiJi]-i_>0 Fx -^'''+^^^  = F(X), h > 0 
1.1.4 Discrete Probability Masa Functions: 
Suppose X Is a discrete random variable which may 
assume any of the values xl,x2 then the probability 
mass function (pmf) of x is the function f-^ defined by 
fx (xi) = PCX = xi] (i = 1,2, ) 
fy (:•:) = 0 X = xi (i = 1,2 ) 
clearly, either the (jHtfif) or the (cdf) may be obtained frora 
the other, since 
X^ (^> = I < t %(^> 
Any function fix) may be a pmf of a discrete random 
variable X if 
(i) F{X) > 0 for any x 
(ii) ^ iil f(x) = 1 
Tile CDF in terms of its pdf foi* a fixed value x, 
F(X) = P[X < X3 = y .^. ,, f{x) 
/i J^ *\ 
If X is a random variable and range of X is the set 
positive integers ie, 
X - (1,2 } A possible probabilitymodel of this 
phenomejion could be denoted by 
PC X = X ] = fix) = (l-p)-'^ ~^ P, X = 1,2, 
where p is some positive constant between 0 and 1. 
their (CDF) of given function is given by 
Fx (t) = PCX < t] = ,J3_ Pd-P)'"^ '"^  
= 1 - (1-p)^ 
t = 1,2, 
1.1,5 Continuous Probability Den«3ity functions: 
A randoTfi variable x is called a continuous random 
variable if its cdf, F(X), is absolutely continuous in the 
mathemat ic a1 sense, 
A cdf, F(X1 is absolutely continuous if and only if its 
^ 
d 
derivative, F{X); exists. 
dx 
d 
For continuous random variable, X, f(X) = F(X) is 
dx 
called the probability density function pdf of X. Again 
(pdf) is sufficient to determine the probability model, 
since the cdf may be obtained by integrating the (pdf). For 
example, F(X) = PCX < x] 
= ?f(3)ds, and to obtain elementry probabilities, 
P CXCCa,b3 3 = PC a < x < b] = £=> f(a)da = F(b)-F(a) 
Example, then (cdf), 
F(x) - ( 0 ( X < 0) 
1 - e"^/'^ (X >. 0) , £• > 0 
their corresponding (pdf) is 
d C 0 X < 0 
f(x) = — F(x) = J ._ 
dx I (l/S) G'-''^ X > 0 
1-1.6 Joint Probability Distributions: 
The joint (cdf) of the K random variables 
XI,...XK is the function F defined by 
F (xl,x2 xk) = PCXl < xl, Xk < xk] 
= PCXGA] 
where A = {Xi, i=l k/Xi < xi} 
The joint (pdf) of the variables XI,...Xk is, for 
-^K F{X1 XK) 
continuous random variables f(Xl,....Xk) = • 
xl xK 
5" 
and for, discrete random variables 
f(Xl, Xk) = pcxi = xl, XK = xKj 
Theorem: For K random variables XI,....Xk. the marginal pdf 
of XI is, for the continuous case, 
d tn(x) ."^  r* • 
fi (XI) = --'— = \ \f{Xl,....XK)'^ '^'^ —<^ '^ k 
d XI J^ J^ 
and for the discrete case, 
fjL (XI) = PCXI = xl] = ^2 'xk ^^''^ '"'^^ 
(1 .2 ) Expectation: 
The X '-^-^ F^(x). Tlie mean or expected value of a 
cont inuous random v a r i a b l e X I s def ined as 
My = E(X) = r X f (x ) dx 
and for disci-^ete i->andom v a r i a b l e , 
^ X = E(X) = g ^ ^11 ^ Xf(x) 
Theorem: let XI, Xn -^ -^  fX (xl, . . .xn) 
and U = U (XI, Xn) 
then for a continuous random variable 
M^ - E(U) = r u fy(u) du 
-J r** u (xl xn ) fX (xl, . . .xn ) dxl dxn, 
- « * - ^ 
and for a-dlscerte i^ andom variable, 
^ U = E (b) = f^ix " % ^ ") 
= XI... Xn " ^^ ^ '^'"^  ^ ^^ '^  ^"^ 
The K^ ^^  moment about the origin of a random variable x is 
4 
a) 
and the K moment about the mean is 
^Yi - E [ X - E(X) ]^ 
the second moment about the mean is a measuz^ e of the 
disperson of the t-opulation, it is reffered to as the 
variance and may be denoted by 
Var(X) = e-x^' = E(X-^)2 = E(X)^ - (EX)^ 
The covariance of the random variables XI and X2 is 
defined to be 
Cov (XI,X2) = 12 = E (Xl- .XI) (X2- X2) 
and the correlation is 
cr-
a - 12 
Correlat ion (X1,X2) = 12 = 
y v { X l ) fX2) 
12 
if XI and X2 are inde^ e^ndent random var lab lee;, then 12= 12=0 1-2,1 MoBjent Generat ing f\inct ions: 
Suppose X ''~^ fjr(x), then the moment generating function 
(MGF) is defined as 
^jj(t) = E(e ) of the expected value exists for every t 
in some interval -h •  t •. h , h '0 
Theorem: Suppose X -^—^  fjir(x), then M-j^ (t) has the following 
properties given below 
(i) E(X^) = d^ Mx (t)/d^ ,'^  ! t=0 
7 
(ii) MaX+b ("^^ = e"^ -^* M^ (at) 
(i i i)If X1..-Xn a re independent, then 
M ^ _ j ^ Xi (t) = ''i=i Mjr^  (t) 
1.2.2 Characteristic Function: 
The function c (t) = E(e^ '^'''') 
where t is a real n-urnber and i is the ima^ j'.inafy unit, is 
called the characteristic function of the rtindom variable X. 
Theorem: Let X be a random variable with characteristic 
function cCt), if jlc (t) ! dt < oo , then F(X) exists and 
is continuous, and 
= ;-• / 
oo 
f(X)  — 1 e"'^ ^^  c (t) dt 
If X is discrete random variable which takes on only 
f "" 
i n t e g e r v a l u e s , t h e n f { x ) = PCX=x] = — J e~^^'^' c ( t ) d t 
2 7r /;, 
(1.3) Erf>catlon and Scale parameters: 
Supr>ose X ^ -^  F(X; M. ) , then ^  is a location parameter 
if Z = YL-AX ^-^^ Fo fZ), where Fo is independent of ^ . 
That is F(X; M ) - Fo ( X - ^ ). Further suppose X^-^ Ffx; a- ) 
X 
then a" is a scale parameter if Z = •^-^- Fo(Z), where Fo 
is indei^endent of a-. That is F(X; <s-) - Fo (X/cr). 
1 . 3 . 1 EtaiLciom Saicple : 
Tlie set of observed values xl,...xn oi the random 
variable XI Xn is said to be a random sample of 3ize 
n from a population with pdf ffx: cr) if the joint pdf of the 
random variables is given by 
fXl, Xn^ '^l' '^^ ^ = "^1^ f(Xi: a-} 
Any statistics T = T(Xl,....Xn) -used to estimate the 
value of a p^ araraeter cj- is called an estimator of cr" - ^-ic^d 
an observed value of the statistic t = T(X1 Xn) is 
called an estimate of ex" • The notation o" is used to 
indicate either an estimator or estimate of o- . 
An estimator g- is said to be unbaised if E( a- ) = C3-
eg. C-onsider a random sample, :<.l,,..,xn from a pop>ulation 
which is assumed to follow an exponential distribution. 
1 -X 
f (x, CT- ) = — exp '' -- } , 0 ••: X < ^ =0 
the mean of an exponential random variable is E(X) = cr-
Value of cj— should be very close to the true mean of the 
population, otherwise the resulting distribution will not 
provide a good model for the population. In this case a 
useful statistic is the sample sum T = i_ri ^^^ '^^""-' ^^^^ 
A 
sample mean a~ = T/n is suggested BS a reasonable 
estimator of a-
1 
since E (T/n) = o-
(1.4) ORDER STATISTICS: 
Suppose the i^ andom sample xl....xn is ordered fx'om 
smallest to largest, and let xl;n denote the smallest 
observation, x2:n the second smallest and so on. order 
statistics Xl;n Xn:n, whei'^ e 
XI :n = min (XI Xn ). 
Ordex^ statistics are particularly important in the area 
of life testing since they may of the be observed directly 
from the expariment. Foi'^  example, suppose n light tubes are 
selected at random and placed on life test. If the J light 
tubes is the first to fail, then X^i may be recorded as 
Xl:n similarly, the second failure time may be recorded as 
X2:n, and so on. without regards to which light tubes 
actually produced to failures. 
For example 90% of the tubes may be fail in the first 
year, but a few tubes may last for several years. This type 
of sampling is called as censored sampling. 
If an exj^eriment is discontinued after the first r 
ordered observations are obtained, this is referred to as 
typr II censoring on the right. 
Similarly, tyjte II censoring on the left would occur if 
)o 
the experiment is not monitored at beginning, rjo thet the 
smallest observations would then be unknown. However type II 
censored sampling on the right is the case of most interest 
in life-testing. If the exi>eriment is terminated after a 
fixed time t,^ , this is referred to as type I censored 
sampling on the right. 
For tyf-e I censored sampling the length of the 
experiment is fixed, but the number of observations obtained 
before time, t^, is a random %^ariable with type II censored 
sampling the number of observations are fixed, but the 
length of the expei^iment is random. 
Theorem: Suppose a sample of sise n from f(x) is type I 
censoi^ed on the right at t^, then the joint pdf of 
Xl:n Xr:n and r, the number of order statistics 
observed, is given by, 
n! 
f(Xl:n, Xrn) = C I-F( t^_^) ]"'^ .^ -j^  f(Xi:n) 
(n-r)! 
- <»« < Xl:n '•: •- Xr:n "' "tQ- r-1, ....n 
If a random sample of size n from f(x) with tyr-e II 
censoring 
n! f(Xl:n, Xrn) = C l-F(Xr:n)]" ^ ._, ffXi:n 
(n-r)! 
- eo < Xl:n ••: -: Xr:n .- t^ . ^ z^^ " • ^' 
.) 
11 
(1.5) Life Testing: 
Most estimation methods assume the exi3tence of failure 
data obtained from life testing. Depending on the purpose of 
such testing, a random sample of n devices from a 
hx'^ pothesised population of such devices is placed on test 
under specified environmental conditions, and failure times 
of some or all of of the units are obsei^ved. If each device 
that fails is immediately replaced by a new one, the 
resulting life testing is called a test with replacement, 
otherwise, the life test is said to be a test without 
replacement. If the devices is so large that it is not 
px^aticular economically feasible, to test each device to 
failure. In such cases, the life test is often truncated or 
censored. A time ti'-uncated life test is one which is 
terminated after a fixed period of time. Wiereas an item 
censored life test is one which is terminated after a 
speciafied number of failures have occured. Time truncated 
of life tests are often referred to as type I censorevi life 
tests, whereas item censored life tests are often called 
Type II censored life tests. 
1.5-1 Lire Test experiments: 
Epstein (1958. I960) considered several possible life 
test experiments of which the most commonly used are. 
(i) Testing is terminated after a pi^e-specified number of 
z 
failures have occured, failures are replaced (Type II: 
Item censored testing with replacement). 
(ii) Testing is tei-'minated after a preepecified numbers of 
failures have occured, failures are not replaced (Type 
II- item-censored testing without replacement). 
(iii)Testing is terminated after a prespecified time has 
elapsed; failures are I'^ eplaced (Type I, time trvincated 
testing with replacement), 
(iv) Testing is terminated after a pre-specified time has 
elapsed; failui^es are not replaced (Type I, time 
truncated testing without replacement). 
(1.6) Point Estimation: 
Let f(.x; 6") denote a distribution of the random 
variable X where 6" represents an unknown parametei'^ . 
Techniques for estimating the parametei'^  6" with a single 
value, that is , methods for obtaining point estimates of 6", 
Suppose that ese-erimental results .XI .Xn are 
available and that we desire one numbei' to estimate the 
unknown value 6" of a parameter. Tliere are so many methods to 
obtaining the desired result. Hogg and Craig (1978) oi* 
Kendall and stuart (1£)73)- Waller (1979) presents the method 
of estimation. 
Here we present soe commonly used methods of point 
3 
estimation.. 
Let XI, >:n denote a x^ andom sample from fiKtS"). Tlie 
likelihood function for the random sample is the Joint pdf 
of XI Xn which is 
L (6-; xl,y.2, xn) = '^ =^1 i"(-<i' ^) 
when considered as a function of 6". The maximitnum 
likelihood estimate of (o is defined as the value a- such 
that L C cr , xl,....xn) > L 16", x.l,....xn) for every value 
of 6*. The ML estimate of (T is the value cr that maximises 
the likelihood function. The ML estimate is a function of 
the observed random sample xl,....xn. 
t 1.6.1 Methods of Estimation: 
If the density is assumed to be known of the form, say 
f(x;S'), where 6" is an unknown parameter, then the most 
basic approach is to simply determine from the sa.mple an 
estimate say, <s'^ •, of the true value of the parameter. 
The model f( x; cr^) could be used to describe the 
physical population. 
Tlie mean s<3.uare erx*or (MSE) of the estimator, where 
MSE ( (sr-") = E ( <r^- S")^ ' 
= E { C T - - E C - ) " + ( Ecr- & )'^ 
= Var (0-) -t- C bias ( a- ) 3" 
1^  
Tlius, both the bias and variance of an estimatot^  is 
reflected in the MSE. 
An estimator a- of 6" is unbiased if E o- = 6^. 
Uniformly Mlnumum variance unbiased Estimator (UMVUE) 
An estimator T is said to be a uniformly minimum 
variance unbiased estimator (UMVIJE) if 
(i) T* , is unbiased. 
t (ii) For any other unbiased estimator T, 
Var (T*) ^  Var (T) for all S". 
There are various concepts which are helpful in 
determining whether ITMVUEs exists for a given problem and 
how to compute it. 
1.6-2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation: 
Tlie maximum likelihood method of estimation is most 
Important method of estimation consider a vector of 
parameters 6|" = (6*1 ...,., ,6k) 
Suppose L(6) = f(Xl Xn; 6), 5"€(H) is the joint 
probability density function of n random vai^ iables 
XI,..-.Xn. For a given set of observations (xl xn ), the 
value 6^  in (H) at which the (pdf) is a maximum. 
r 
if(xl,...,xn, 6) - max f{xl,.,.xn, 6)] is called the 
maximum likelihood estiirate of 6. 
L (61 is the pdf of a random sample, or the ixif of a 
set if ordei* statistics. If the MLES exist and do not occure 
on the boundry of (H), then 
•^  L (6) 
0 , (i~i 3i) 
Tlie maximum of log (6) will occur* at the same point as 
the maximum of L(§), so for computational convenience the 
equations 
^C log L (6) 3 
_. = 0 may be 
used to as the maximum likelihood e<3uation. 
1.6.3 Estimation of Mean life with Complete Samples: 
Suppose n items was subjected to test and the test is 
terminated after all the items have failed. Let 
(X1,X2,...Xn) be the random failure times and suppose the 
failure times are exponentially distributed with pdf 
f(x,6) = (1/6) exp (-X/6) . x; e^-'O. 
Let the sample (X1,X2,...Xn), we wish to estimate the 
mean life 6". 
The likelihood funotion is given by 
L (xl,x2, xn;*?) = L = exp (- i-i xi/ff) 
gn 1--^  
~ - log L = - — + ^_, xi 
the maximxim likelihood estima.tor (MLE) of 6 is the solution 
of the equation 
-|- log L = 0 
t h u s cr = X i s t h e MLE o f 6". 
E ( o^) = E (X) = S" and Var (X) = (S^/n 
_ t 
X i s unbiased for 6r. 
(1.7) Bscponentlal dis tr ibul i ion: 
The simplest form of exi:>onential d i s t r i b u t i o n i s 
1 
f(x;6) = — exp (-X/6), x ^ 0, CT > 0 
6 
where 6" is the average life of the item and it also 
acts as a scale parameter. Epstein (1968) t'^ einarks that the 
exponential distribution plays an important role in life 
testing ext-eriments as the normal distribution play an 
\7 
important role in agricultural experiment on effects of 
different treatments on the field. 
Now, we consider the gamma distribution with iKif 
1 , 
f(x;6r,p) = " yy~^ exp (-x/6) ,x> 0,P> 0,en* 0 
l(P) 6" 
whereUP) is the well known ganima function. If P=l, the 
gamma distribution reduces to the exponential distribution. 
Next, we will consider the weibull distribution for 
which the pdf. 
f(x;e,k) = (k/6"J x^~^ exp (-xVe") x^ 0, k> 0, 6> 0 
note that if k =1, the weibull distribution reduces to the 
exponential distribution. 
M.I. Beg and M. Masoom All (1989) has characterise of the 
exponential distribution. 
Let X be a random variable having continuous 
distribution function F(x) with 
F(0) = 0 and E(X^ ') < «>o , If 
F(x) •:; 1 for all x < «o , then 
F(X) = 1-exp (-6x), X > 0 
for some 6" > 0, if and only if, for each fixed i ^  n. 
19 
Var (Xi/Xl:n = X) = c , for all x> 0 where c is a 
positive constant. 
(1-8) A Likelihood Ratio criterion and its Approximate 
Distribution 
Exponential Distribution: 
Let Xj^ j^ , £^ 1*;^ ' '5. •••'!!£^ iri ' {i=l,2....k) 
be a set only of the first ri observations in a random 
sample of sise ni from the i exponential distribution with 
probability density function (p.d-f.) 
1 
fix; Mi, 61) = exp •(- (xi -Mi)/ 61} x >^i, 5i > 0 
Si 
= 0. othei-^ ise i = 1 k 
where ;Ui and 6i are the location and scale parameter 
respectively. 
Define ^• 
i^ = f=l f^ ij - Xii) -. (ni - ri) (Xi,.i - Xii) 
i =1,1 k 
% s 
'-'= .,1=1 i 
^i* = ,j=l O'ij - ^ Mn^  -^  ^ "i - ^^ i) ^ ^iri " -m> 
S* = f_i Si*-
Dl = nl (X^i - Xj„) , 1=1,2 k 
where Xjj^  = mln (X^i, X^o, - • . -Xj^ ^ ). 
we wish to test the null hypothesis •. 
n 
Ho :M± i^ MD = n, i,j = l,_.k, ifJ 
against the alternative 
H^z jai = uj , i,j = 1,—k, i^ J . 
where ju, 61,61 6k are unspecified. 
on substituting the maximum likelihood estimates 
(M.L.E.)s of parameters Mi and 
51 (1=1, ....k) in the likelihood function 
of r = r-j^ 4,..+r^ j observations, it can be seen that the 
likelihood ratio is 
A "H ,. . . , . ;i. ,ri 1 = j^-i^  { risx/ ris 1} 
IT'' ^'^ ^^ 
- ._, { }^ '^  = klvl (say) 
^"^ ri'^ i si -f Di 
J]-**" . si 
where kl = _^i (r^/ ri"^ )^ , wi = 
(si 4 Di) 
and Vj^  = ^_j^ wl ri 
Zo 
CHAPTER - II 
EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
( 2 -1) In-troduct ion: 
In the problem of life testing the simplest and the 
most widely exploited model is the one pai'^ ameter ext-onential 
distribution with pi^obability density function (p.d.f.), 
f(x) of the failure time x given by f(x:a-) 
= (l/o-) exp {-x/V), x> 0 , cr > 0 (2.1.1) 
and the distribution function (d.F.), F(x) given by 
F(x) = 1- exp (-x/'a-) 
where cr is the mean life of the item. 
Here we assume that the probability of failui^e at the 
starting time is zero. In many situations we can assume that 
the probability of failure upto a certain time say u is 
zero, and therefore the failuf^e time follows the two 
parameters exponential distribution with p.d.f. given by 
f(x, ja,<r) = 1/a- exp •(- ix-M )/o-} (2.1.2) 
= 0 else where x > i^ 
Here )^ can be regarded as the guarantee period (with 
no possibility of failure). If M is known, say ju = 0. then 
we obtain the single parameter e.-^ cponential distribution with 
mean <r . 
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(2.2) Properties of Exponen-tial distribution: 
Some of the properties of the exjH-jnentiaL distribution 
win be considered below and this information will give some 
indication as to the ty]f»es of variables which may be 
expected to follow the exjK-jnential distribution. These 
properties will also be useful in under sta.nding and 
developing the statistical results. 
The exponential distribution for xi's as a life-time-
model has been found to be very useful in Reliability 
Theory. CSee Davis (1952), Epstein and sobel (1953, 54), 
Bartholomew (1957) and Law-less (1983), Nader Ebrahimi and 
Bala Krisha Hosmane (1987). 
2.2-1 Location and Scale parameters: 
Let xi be a random variable having two F>arameter 
exponential distribution with p.d.f 
1 xi - ;u 
f(xi, }x,<r) - — e:<Lp {- ( )} (2.2.1) 
xi > n^ cr :A 0 
Here M is the location parameter (guiarantee p-eriod) 
and <3- is the scale parameter (measure of the failure rate). 
Location and scale p>arameters are the most common 
parametera to be used and are easily interpreted. For 
example, the probability model would deI:^ end on the units of 
iz 
measurement, sxxch as days or weeks, however, if the model is 
assumed to be in a family of distributions containing a 
scale parameter, then a value of the scale parameter may be 
selected to accomodate the units of measurement being used. 
2.2.2 Distribution of certain statistics tinder 
saBipIing with or without replacement of scale or 
Location paraaieters: 
Suppose n items are under test with replacement and 
the failure time distribxition is exi>onential with mean life 
then between failure times are indei:>endent and ,identically 
distributed as exptonential with mean life <^/x\. 
Let ^(1) '•' (^ 2) '•' '•'• (^ n) ^^^ ordered 
failure times of an n items under test and let the failure 
times be exp>onentially distributed with mean life a- , and 
let wl = X^ij, w2 = X(2) - Xfj^ ) 
^ = ^(n) - ^ (n-1) 
Now wl is distributed as the first order statistic 
X/1N in a sample of n from the exiKinential pdf (li.l.i). 
Hence the c-df of wl i\\a.y be written as 
n nwl 
g(wl/cr ). = (--> exp {- —--)> 0 < wl < oe 
which implies that wl is exponentially distributed with mean 
life ( " 1, 
n 
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Since the exponential distribution is memoryless and 
the items that fail are iiiynediatelj' i*eplaced, w2, w3 wn 
are independent and identically distributed (i:i:d) as wl. 
If n items are put to test without replacement and 
(^d)- ^(2) ^'(n)' ^^^'^ ordered failure times from an 
exponential population with mean life cr , and 
Zi = (n-i-H) ( X(i, - X(^_^j) 
1 =1,2 n: x(0) = 0 
them (Z1,Z2, Zn) are i:i:d as 
g (s/cr) = (1/cr) exp ( - z/^ ), a > 0 
Tills follows fi'-om the Joint p.d.f of (Zl,...Zn) given by 
1 •A 
^ f(Zl Zn/g- ) = exp ( - rr. Zi) 
n -'-"-'• 
cr 
TT'' 1 Zi 
= i-2 exp ( ) 
2.2.3 Monents and distribution properties: 
It can be shown by dii>ect and simple calculation that 
for exponential distribution, 
E(X) = <r + A> 
Var(X) = ^2 
Mjj(t) '= --—-- , t < 1.V 
1- crt 
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It is interesting to note that Var(X) is independent of 
Some other important results have been explained below. 
Theorem (2.2-1): Suppose Xi, i = 1,2...n, are independent 
exponential variables with Xi ^ --"exp(o- ),then 
(a) Y = ^^ Xi — G ( cr, n) 
(b) 2 ;_, vt/ (2n) 
1 
Ecoof: (a) M^i (t) = 
1-crt 
TT 
so M xi f^ > = 1=1 "Xi f^ ^ 
(1- crt)'^ 
= My (t) 
where Y "-^ G ( cr, n) and 
Y = gi Xi 
2t 
(b) Mgy (t) = My C —^-1 = (l-2t) " 
which is the moment generating function (m.g.f) of a 
chi-s<giuare variable with 2n degi^ ee of freedom (d.f. ). 
Theorem (2.2-2): Tlie mean of exponential distribution is 
the reciprocal of the constant failure rate (Tliis 
relationship holds foi» only the exponential distribution). 
For the exjMDnential distribution 1-^ , the mg.t. 
is given by 
z^ 
ft - S 
Theorem (2.2.3): 
Suppose y = (X - \\)/cr^—* Exp (1,0) and Consider the 
differences of the consecutive order statistics, 
wl = Y;^  : n , w2 = Y^ : n - Y^ : n 
wn = Yj^  : n - Y^_2 : n 
then 
(i) wl wn are mutually independent. 
1 
(11) wi ^-^ Exp ( ) 
n-i+1 
( i l l ) Yj5_.^  = ^^^ 7 " : : : T 
where Zj ^^^ ^ E>:p (1,0) and ai*e mutually indep-endent. 
(iv) E(Yj^ ,^ ) = -^ jL (n-.i + l)-^ 
2.2.4 Constant Eiazard function: 
The hazard function for the exrKjnential dietribution 
with parameter cr and w is 
f(X) 1 
h(X) = = , >x < X 
l-F(xX) <r 
This property is some times referr^ ed to as the nomemory 
pi^ opei^ ty which may be expressed interms of conditional 
probabilities: 
Z4 
for u = 0 and a, t > 0 
PC X> a+t : X> a ] = P C X>t ] 
which is inder^endent of a. 
2.2.5 System reliability: 
If replacement of failed components occure in a system 
of comr>onents, the overall failure rate o± the system may 
become constant as the comjfonents in the system reach 
scattered states of wear. Davis (1952) presents several 
types of data which were found to follow the exr>onential 
distribution. 
Tlie exponential distribution is also of pi»actical 
importance because of its simplicity, and of theoretical 
importance because it is the breakover point between 
increasing failure-rate models and decreasing failure rate 
models. 
SupiKJse Yi denotes the life length of the i 
components, where Yi, i = l....n, are mutually inder^endent 
exponential variables Yi ^^ ^ Exp ( cr i). The mean time to 
failure of the i^ component is ^ i . Tlie Hazard function of 
the ith component is 
1 
hi (Y) = 
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2.2.6 Poisson Process: 
Theorem (2.2-4): Let x(t) denote the number of 
occurrences in the interval (0,t) and suppose 
(i) P[X(tl-ft2) - X(tl) = n ! X(tl) = m] 
= PCX(tl+t2) - X(tl) = n] 
(ii) P[X(t4^t) - X(t) = 1] = ;u ^ t4 OAt = PI (At) 
(iii)P[X(t+ At) - X{t) > 2] = 0(^t) = jTg Pi (^t) 
( pt)" 
then Pn(t) = PCX(t) = n] = e~-""^  [ J 
(n=0,l,2 ) n! 
Exponential wal-tlne times 
Theorem (2-2.6): If events ax^ e occurring according to a 
poisson process, the waiting time until the first occurrence 
follows the exponential distribution. 
1 
Exp C cr = ) 
Furthermore, the waiting times between consecutive 
occurrences are indeoendent exponential variables with 
M 
Theorem (2.2.6): Suppose T denotes the waiting times until 
the K"^ occurrence in a poisson process then. 
1 
T ^^-^ G ( — . K) 
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The above theoi^ ems shows the relation between the 
poisson process and the exponential dsitribution. In 
particular, if the cause of failure of an item is due to 
catastrophic happenings, shocks, etc, which occure according 
to the poisson pi'^ ocess assumptions, then the failure time of 
the item will be exponentially distributed, with mean time 
to failure given by 
1 
EfT) = ---
(2.3) Method of EstijBation: 
Estimation methods iissume the existence of failure data 
obtained fi*om life-testing expei^iment. Depending on the 
purpose of such testing a random sample of n devices fi^ om a 
hypothesised population of such devices is placed on test 
under specified identical environmental conditions, and 
failure times of some or^  all of the units are observed. If 
each device that fails is immediately replaced by a new one, 
the resulting life test is called a test with replacement, 
otherwise, the life-test is said to be a test without 
replacement. 
2.3,1 Maxinuin Likelihood Estimation: 
In a simplest form, the method of maximum likelihood 
can be explained as 
z^ 
Let f(-<, cr) denote the probability function of random 
variables X and let oux* interest lie in the estimation of cr-. 
which is known to be in given parametric space (H). 
Tlie principle of maximum likelihood say "accept C3~ (X)" 
as an estimator of cj- if 
f(x, a-) > f(x,o-) foi' every c-6 (H) 
The procedui^ e actually followed for finding o- is to 
regard x as fixed and to find that a-which maimises f(x,cr). 
since f(x, cr ) >. 0 and 
log f(x/o-) is a monotone non-decreasing function of 
f(x, or), therefore, log f(x,ar) will be a maximum for that, 
for which f(x, a- ) is a maximum, usually it is more 
convinient to work with log f(x, a- ) and so <y can 
equivalently be obtained as that solution of 
log f(x, cr ) 
= 0 
which makes, 
'^ log fix, <3-) ! < 0 
( cr - cr 
In most applications, x is a vector valued whose 
components are n independent observations on X ie 
X = (xl,.-.xn), then as a result of the independent 
of XI Xn, we have 
3e. 
L( cr) = j^-i f(xi, a-) 
where f(xi, a~ ) denotes the pi^obabillty function of 
(xl,....xn). 
log L(cT-) = log t-i f(xi,a-) 
^ ^ 
= ^_j^ log f(xi,o- J 
the MLE cr- is that solution of --r— log L = 0 which 
2 
satisfies log L I ^-^ < 0 
where log L - ^--^ log f(xi,<T-) 
2.3,2 Estimation for one paraineter Exponential 
distribution: 
The function times are exponential distribution with 
(pdf) 
f (X, (T ) = < ) exp ( - ) X, «s->0 
to estimate the mean life C~ . 
- - l o g L = i 3 ^ XX 
<3cr-
cr-' 
The MLE of Q- i s g i v e n 
^ 
°— l o c L = 0 
-
b y 
n 
n 
"^ cr 
Thus (3" = X is the MLE of cs-. 
9 
E ( cr^) = E (X) = <r and Var (1) = —-. 
n 
2.3.3 EsttB«it;ion for two paraaaeter exponential 
distribution: 
Tlie failure time follows the exponential distribution 
(two-parameter exponential distribution) => (p,d.f.) of the 
failui^e time X is given by 
1 X - /J 
f(x; A'>cr')l = exp - ( ), x> /K cr > 0 
<y cr 
= 0 elsewhere 
The MLE of J^ andcrthe likelihood is given by 
L = f (xl,x2, xn, /J, CT ') * 
= exp - '^•^ (xi - Ai) xi> /J, 1=1., n 
Max f(xl xn, JLJ^'^^O) is obtained at X/. which minimise 
^^ 
£_j^  (xi - ju). p is independent of ^ 0 . Now consider 
f ( x l , , . - x n , ju.or ) = - - - A . exp •( - i ( x i - x ( l ) ) 
JCr ^ 
csr 
= 0 e l s e w h e r e x i > x ( l ) 
A 
Max f ( x l , x n ; M-. cr ) i s a t t a i n e d a t 
A 1 ^ 
cr - — - i ^ i ( x i - X ( i p 
n 
MLE of JA and 5" i s 
A A _ 
JOi - ^-(l) ^^<i '^ = •^^ ~ •^^( 1 ) ' 
5^ 
2.3.4 Estimation under censored sampling (Type I 
censoring): 
Nader Ebrahimi and Bala Ki^ishna, Hosmane (1987) has 
given estimation of the exponential Location pai^ameter for 
censored sampling. In life testing a fixed number of items, 
say, n are often put on test Bimultaneou^ly. Failure this 
xl < x2 < < xn are then observed. 
For type I censored sampling, let us first assume that 
the failed items are i^eplaced and the replaced items have an 
exponential disti'^ ibution with the same scale parameter 
but Location parameter u. 
The likelihood function in this case is 
f (p, c , xl xr ) 
= { (n/o-)^ exp •( -n/^(t- M)'} I ( Ai < xl '^ t) if r=1.2.. 
exp { -n/^j. (t-ju)} I (xl>t) if r = 0 
where I(.) is the usual indicator function, r iu the number 
of failures that has occured upto time t, and xi is the ith 
failure in a sample of sise 
n, then the MLE of cr and }.i are founded to be (Bain 197S) 
if r:-0 
foi'' r=0 
{ A and Ai = J >!:1 if r>0 t if r=0 
resp^ectively. 
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Now, let us asume that the failed items are not 
replaced. Tlien the MLE';? of ;u and 6" are 
jLi = J xl if r>0 
I t if r=0 
r ^ 
rv I 1--, xi + (n-r)t - n xl 
and 6" = - j ~ - if r>0 
[ 0 if '^ r=0 
resp>ect ive ly. 
Type II censorlriR 
Here we consider the estimation of JLI foi' type II 
censored sainpling let us first assume that the tailed litems 
are not replaced. 
Tlien using (2.1.2), the likelihood function in this 
case is given by 
•V 
n! <• 2L, 
f(ju,cr, xl..-.xr) = e.xp •( - l/_ [ ._, <xi - M) 
+ (n - r) (xr - M ) ] } I ( ja < xl <. , , <xr <>=o) 
where xl is the ith order statistic from sarrtple of size n. 
The the MLE's of cr •, M are 
/s ^ _ j ^ x i + (n - r - )x r - n x l 
c5- = — r 
r 
and /fat = x l resp»ect i v e l y , 
3^ 
2.3-5 Estimation by the Method of Moments: 
Let XI Xn be a random sample of sise n from a 
population with (p.d.f) ffx, crl) cr}:) dpending on K 
parameters, K^l ie. 
XI,X2 Xn are i id random variables having the 
common density, 
f(x, cr 1 a-k) 
Let mr^ ' and ;jr' denotes the r i*aw sample moments and 
population moment respectivelj' ie. 
mr' = --- ^ i Xi^ ^ 
n 
Air' = J X^ f{x, crl... crk)dx 
clearly yur' will be a function of one or more of the 
parameters ( cr l a"k). Tlie method of moments consists 
of solving the equations. 
mr' = Air' ( crl-... G k ) ^ t*=l,...k 
and there by obtaining solutions cr\ o'k interms 
of ml'...mk'. Note that we can apply this techni<3ue only 
when the system of equations 
ml' = Ail' (crl— crk) m'k = p'k ( a 1. . .a-^) 
explicity yields cr 1. . .o-kinterms of ml'....m'k. Tliere may be 
situations when the above system of equations do not admit 
explicit expressions foi^  a- i, cr 2....cry^ interms of 
ml' m'k and then the method of moments fails. 
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CHAPTER - i n 
Test For iExponentiality 
(3.1) Introduct ion: 
"A number of test for normality are available in the 
literature, a good survey of which appears in Mardia 
(1980). Some times, mainly in life testing the assumption of 
normality may not be realistic. A more appropriate 
distribution would be exponential. E>:ponentl«J Is a special 
case Gamjna and weibull. It is also a special case of the 
linear failure rate density and Makeham type density (I'olisum 
and Yandell, 1985). when data are from life testing, we are 
mainly interested in testing of data ax^e from e.vponential 
distribution. 
A number of tests for testing exponentiality exist in 
different books. In this chaptei* we propose non-parainetrie 
test in case of one parametex'^  and two parameter exponential 
distribution with complete data. We also dei'ivo a test for 
one parameter exponential disti^ibution with oennoi-od data. 
A good survey of these test is done by Epstein ( 1£'60) . 
Doksum and Yandell(1985) and also by spurrier <1984). Tests 
are based on the standardised distance of ordered statistics 
from their e.\'pected values. 
Jackson (1S)67) proposed a two sided test based on 
5^ 
{ ^ "E K( i) /< n-.i + l) )•/( :§; x{ i •) ) (3.1.1) 
for one parameter exf^onential distribution Sarkadi p>rop>osed 
a test for two parameter exponential distribution. In 
section (3.2) we derive the tests for different cases and 
discuss the px"Ox>erti.es ol •th<3 test statist \<:«. 
(3.2) Derivations of Tests "one parameter exponential 
distribution": 
Suprose X-.,X/:> X^ ^ is a sample of sise n from 
exponential distribution. Tlie observations are assumed to be 
independent, then the .joint probability density function 
(pdf) is given by 
f(x3,,...Xj^,6" ) = ii/er )" exp -1/er { ^^^f" x^.-'Cr > o 
Let Yt be the 1^ ^^  order statistic from the sample. Tlien it 
is well known that 
E(Y^) - er'^i (3-2.1) 
where -^t is the exp>eotation of the i order 
statistics from exi>one.ntiai distribution with mean I. 
-X ^ 1 
and '^i = j_i (3.2.2) 
(n-J+1) 
at Y = <Yi,Y2 Y„) and /^  = ( '^l ^ n ! . 
then EC Y ] = (?/^ and D C Y 3 = 6^ Q (3.2,3) 
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where E denotes exiM&ctation, D denot'es oovariance matrix of Y, 
Q = ((Qi.i)) 
and Qij = Qi if i £ ^1 
= Qj i j^  .1 
# 
and Qi = ._. ~ (3-2.4) 
^ (n-j + D -
From (3.2-1) we can notice that if we plot Yi'8 against 
-^i'^ we should get a straight line, with a slop equal to 6 
and passihg through t>ie origin. Since S is an unknown 
parameter, we can not use this plot to measure the 
departure of data from exponential distribution- Hence, let 
us consider a new set if random variables Zi'^ which we get 
by the following transformation. 
YV 
Yi _ 1 ^ 
Z. = --— where Y = ^-j, Yi 
Y n 
Now, the disti*ibutlon of Z^ '^^  are independent of nuisance 
parameter (5. To compute the moments of Zj ' *'' wf.* can use 
Basu'® theorem (1955). Since Y is a complete and 
sufficient statistic foi; tT , and the distribution of Zj^'^ 
are indejtendent of G", we have 
E C Yi'^  3 
E [ Zi^ ] = (3.2.5) 
E [ Yi^' ] 
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For r=l, we have E [ Zi ] = y^ i (3.2.6) 
Hence the plot of Zji'^  verses i"^ would be a straight line 
with slop/^ i*5 To construct a test statistic which will 
capture the deviation of the plotted points from this 
straight line. Let us considei" a quadratic form 
H = ( Z - A )^ V"^ (Z - /\ ) (3.2.7) 
where V is a singular variance covarlance matrix of Z and V"'^  
is a generalised inverse of V. This quadratic form will give 
us a standardised deviation of plot from the straight line. 
V = Q - A.;^  
(n+l) (n4-l) 
where G^ and /^  are as defined before. To obtain a 
generalised inverse of V we use the following elementry 
result. 
Tiftpyna; If ^ = A - s.s' is a n x n symmetric matri.v with 
rank (n-1) and A is a full ra.nk matrix with s' A~ s = 1 
then A" is a genei'-alised invei^ se of ^ ^ using the above 
lemma a generalised inverse of V is given by 
n 
Tills the quadratic form M can be written as 
n-H 
M = ( ). iZ -?\)'-(\ ^ IZ -?\) id.2.3) 
5^ 
It is a well-known result (Roy and Sarhan, 1956). that bv 
Q 
Ql, Ql, Ql Ql 
Ql, Q2, Q2 Q2 
Ql, Q2, Q3 Q3 
Ql, Q2. Q3 Q2 
then the inverse of this matrix is simply a tridiagonal 
matrix as follows. 
Ci. -1_ 
1 , 1 1 
Ql 02 - Ql Q2 - Ql 0 
0 0 
1 1 1 1 
02 - Ql Q2 - 01 Q3 - 02 03 - 02 
0 
0 , 
03 - Q: 
0 0 
0 
1 1 
Qi7-Qn-1 Qji-Qji-1 
In this particular case, with specific Q^'^ r^ rduces to 
^o 
Q, -1_ 
n o n 
0 <;> (:> 0 
(n-l)^ (n-l}'^+ (n-S)" -(n-2)^ 0 
0 
0 
0 
- (n-2>" 
0 
o 
5 
-1 
([> 0 
with the propertiea^"^ Q, /^ = n and 1 the <auadratic 
form can be reduces as follows 
-1 M = (n+1) / n C Z* Q^'^ Z^ -n ] 
If the. data came from exi^onentiaL, we would expect small 
deviation from the straight line. In other words for large 
values of M we would susif>ect that data do not come from 
expKDnential distribution, ie. The null hypothesis is 
rejected when 
Ml = 
n+1 
n 
Z^ Q - ^ 2 > C (3.2.8) 
where C is a constant chosen such that P[ Ml :• C / Ho] -^ 
To compute C we need to find the distribution of Ml 
under the null hypothesis. If we simplify t}je e.vpression for 
Ml in (3.2.8) then we get 
^ 
(n+1) Cn"Yl- 4(n-l)" (Y2-Yl)"-(- + (Yn-Yn-l)^] 
Ml = 
nY-
<-> 
= n(n4-l) ^_, Ri" 
_ __ (3.2.9) 
where Rl = nYl and Ri = (n-i-t-l) (Yi-Yi-i) 
for 1=2,3 n 
(3.3) Two Parameter Kvponential DiBtribution: 
Let U3 consider now a two parameter exponential 
distribution. It's probability function (p.d.f) is given hy 
X - p 
fix; u,G" ) = 1/J5 exp - [ > x •  jj, 6" >U 
eupF-ose we have a sample of sise n and we are interested in 
knowing wbethei* it comes ft*om this two parameter exix>nential 
distribution or not. Here we develop a test based on the 
same idea as before. Let Y-^  Yj.^  be the ordered sample, 
then it is well known that 
E [ Y^ 3 = Ax •*• 6•7^i i=l-2 n 
Vav [ Yi 3 = B^ ' Qi i=l,2 n 
Cov [ Y., Y. 1 = 6" Qi i • j 
A. ij — 
= 6" Q.1 i J j 
where/i^'® and Oi'^" are as defined before. .Now the e.vpected 
plot of ordered obsei-^vations against y^i'^ if"^  again a 
^z 
straight Line with slop <J", and the extended line will have 
p as its Y- interce-ptt. Biit since }x and (3~ both are unknown 
we need to find a transformation which will make the graph 
of transformed variables verses /\^'^ independent of B" and/a 
let Tj_ = Y^ and Tg = ^ (Yj^-Yj^), then the pair (Tj^,T2) 
is .jointly siaf fie lent and complete for ( /a, 6" ). Using 
these, two statistics we itfia.ke a transformation. 
Z^ - (Y^-Tj_)/ T2 for i=2,3, n 
then the disti^ibution of Zj^  is Independent of ( u, 6r ). 
Hence using Basu'® theorem again we have 
Note t h a t T2 = 
ECYjL-Tj^]^ 
E[T2^'] 
1=2 '-'i 
1'! '"^  
= ^ ^ ^ ( n - j + l ) ( Y i - Y i „ ^ ) 
foi^ i = 2 . 3 n 
with U^ = (n-l4l) <Yi-Yi..i> 
then Ur,, Ug,...Uj^ are independent and indentically 
distributed exponential random variable with pax'^ ameter &~ . 
Hence To follows gauiina distribution with parajneter (n-i, S) . 
Using this fact we can find expectation and variance of s. 
E CZ„_-,] = /^ n-1 
~ n-1 
^3 
1 ^ ^ ^' 
and P iZ^-xl = f 1^ -1 - 1/n-l /n-i:An-l] 
>-« n (n-1) 
where (n-l) shows that the sample is of size (n-1). we will 
measure the standardised depai'^ ture of a sample plot of 
transformed varaites fi'^om the straight line. 
M = (Zj^ _j)-l/n-l ?^n-l).V'^n-l (2j^ _j^ -l/n-l An-1 ).. (3.3.2 ) 
After simplification a new test statistic 
Mg = n(n-l) Zj(_j, Cl^n-l , Z^^_y 
••^  •—-
then the c r i t e r i a n i s reelect Ho i f Mo -' C whei-e C i s 
determined such t h a t 
P CMg > C/ Ho] = cC 
Hence we have to determine the distribution of Mo under null 
hypothesis. To do so let us simplify M^. we get 
Mo = n(n-l) —--K^ 
^ 2 
= n(n-l) ~--^ 7, (3.3.3) 
CiS> " i -^^  
where Uj^'^ are as defined before. Hence the distribution of 
Mr, is same as that of h-^ in (3.2.9) only the constant is 
different and is replaced by (n-1). 
^ ^ 
(3.4) One parameter exponential Distribution with Right 
censor Ixig: 
In life testing problem, may time, data of some 
components may be too long and the experimenter can not 
afford to spend too much time on one experiment. Tliien it is 
necessary to get the information from a aample in a part 
sepcified time. To acquire a bettei" understanding of the 
sample, experimenter may decide to observe only some 
failures from the sample and then ends the oxpei^iment. Tliese 
situations are known as censoring the sample. In first case 
we fix the time and observe the number of failures m that 
time. Tlius the number of failures are random. In later case. 
the number of failures are fixed and the time <?pent on the 
expei^iment is variable. 
Here, we consider the second case, when the number of 
failures to be obsem''ed is decided before the e.vperiment 
starts. Suppose the experiment has n objects under study and 
we are going to obsex'-ve r failure. Let Y^. Yo,...Yj^ be the 
times of those failures. The remaining <n-r» obo^cta did not 
fail till then Y^ and the e:<.x>eriment was tex-miu^ted at Y^ ^ -
y^. Under the null hyx^ ctthesis of exponentlalitv the joint 
(pdf) of these obsem'-ations is given by 
y 
n! 1 2 
fry, 6") = S~^ ' exp (i--, Y^•4•(n~v)Y,J ...13.4.1) 
(n-r) ! 6" 
^5' 
n! i ^ 
(n-r) .' ^ 
In the above equation it is assumed that y^-, - 0 
let Tj_ = -^1=1 {n-i-t-l)(Y^ -Y^ _3^ ) then T^ is a complete 
sufficient statistic for (T. Hence making' a transfor-mation 
which will make the transfoi-med variables independent of 
parameter 6" will be given by 
^1 ~ ^i^L '^*^^ i-l,2,-..n (3.4,2) 
Tlien with the same argument as before the distribution 
of Zt'^ Is Independent of pai-^ ameter and T-j^  is complete 
sufficient^ for G". we can apply Basu'^ theorem to find all 
moments of Z|'^ using the argument we have 
E [ Z^ 3 = 1/r 7^ i ( 3 . 4 . 3 ) 
1 ^ 
and Cov[Z., 2^3 = [ Ql - 1/r-H /^ i > i 3 for i^j 
^ "^ r{r-fl) 
= ( Qj - i / r + 1 / ^ i ^ ^ 3 ( 3 . 4 . 4 ) 
r(tM-l) for i>j 
where Ql and /^ i a r e def ined in ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 4 ) 
l e t Zj, = ( Z^, Zo ZjJ and /^ r ' = ( 1, 2 r ) 
andQt^ represent covariance matrix of r ordet^ed,observations 
^G 
from exp>oriential population with parameter 1, then we can 
write ECZ^ .] = i/r?!.r (3.4.5) 
and D[Z„] = l/r(r+l) [Q.i> - l/v-H^ i^/^ v 
'r-
= Vj^ (3.4.6) 
Define a quadratic form as be fore, which will measure a 
standardised depai-'ture of the data fi^ om the exponential 
disti^ibution. 
M = (Zj, - l/r/\r)^ V,~^lZj.^-l/v/\ r) (3.4.7) 
from which, we can define a test statistic 
> o 
n 
i=1.2 r 
Mg = r{iH-l) ~--v (3.4.8) 
Ci?i "il^ 
So we may reelect Ho if Mg > C where C ie some coenstant. To 
determine ,C we need to know the null disti'^ ibution of M3 
since C is determined by the condition 
PCM3 > C/Ho] = oC 
Tlie propter ties and disti^ ibution of Mg is same as that 
of M]^  with only n being replaced by r. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
Two Parameter Exponential Distribution 
Under Type I censoring with replacement 
(4-1) Introduct ion: 
A fixed number of items ave placed on teat, and after a 
fixed time or fixed number of failures the experiment is 
terminated. If test experiment is available for testing n-
units simultenouslj,', it a\3.y be economical in some cases to 
replace failed items inranediately after failure with new 
items. Barlow an Proschem has discussed, how data maj.' occure 
naturally. Consider a sj'-stem of similar components in 
series. Each time a component fails, it is immediately 
replaced by a new component. Tlie exponential distribution 
may not be suitable in manj' cases, it is worth while to know 
what happens fot* the exponential model under various 
circumstances. 
4.1.1 Type I censoring with replacement: 
In this case times of failures are recorded until a 
fixed time t. Suppose n positions are available in the test 
equipment, then for any given position the failure times 
coi^ responded to the occurrences of a poisson process with }i 
= 1/6*. It follows from the pi'operties of poisson process 
that if n independent poinsson px^ ocess with parametei^  1/6^ 
are occurring simultenously, then the occurrences may be 
-^ g 
considered to come from a single poitson i'roce£.£ with 
p>arameter n/S". 
In this chapter we consider unbaised estimation of 
functions of location and scale paz^ ainetei^ s of e::ponential 
distributions in one as v/ell aa two sample pi'^ obleme, where 
observations are censored in time. T}iis is so '-ailed type I 
censoring-
Our aim is to characterise estimable functions lie, 
those which admit unbaised estimators) of Location end scale 
parameters. The one sample case is considered m section 2 
As a consequence of the main characterisation result m this 
case, it follovi/s that if both the location and scale 
parameters are unknown. Any function involving only the 
Location parameter is not estimable. Also, neither the scale 
parameter nox* its i^eciprocal (the failui'^ e rate) is 
estimable. Howevei*, if the scale pai'^ ameter is known, any 
differentiable function of the Location parametex* is 
estimable. A similar investigation is pai^ sued for the two 
sample problem in section 3. several cases are considered 
which include those where the Location or scale parameters 
of two e.xponentials are equal. 
(4.2) Unbaised Eatlamtion in the one sample problem: 
Suppose n items are put to test, and the life times of 
^9 
these items are assuaied to be independent and identically 
distributed (iid) with cooimon pKif, 
f(x) = log^exp C- |fx-Vv)3 Ifyj, nl ...(4.2.1) 
where ^A ~ I if A happens, and I^ = 0. otherwise. The 
parameter \\ (real) is usually referred to as the guarantee 
time, while ^> O is the failure rate. In type I censoring, 
the duration of the experiment as measurement by time or 
some other appropriate quantity is fixed- we denote it by t. 
It is assumed that "tx. < t. Since otherwise there is no 
failures. An item which fails before the termination time is 
either replaced by another item, or is repaired and tested 
again. The replacement time have experiment.'*! distribution 
with the same failure rate ^ but with Location parameter 
zero. It is also assumed that the life times of the 
original and rej>laced parts are mutually indepenent. 
The nuffiber of failures before time t is e random 
variable which we denote by R. The following facts are given 
in Wright et al (1978). 
(a) R — ' Polsson (n ^ {t-^v): (4.2.2) 
(h) given R = r>0^ the ordered failui^ e times 
say y^d) < ^^CJ) •£ "•• {^i>) ^^^ ^^^ t^ ^^  same distribution as 
the oi'^ dered values in a random sample of sine r from the 
5o 
uniform f "r^  , t) distribution. Also , R = 0 = > ^^( D'-' t. 
Xfj^ ) = t if R = 0, 
(c) ^^(1)' ^^ i^ complete sufficient for ( ^ V | ). 
(d) the conditional {p.d.f) of X^ -j^ ^ given R =r>0 
is f(X(i),r) = rf t - \ ) ~ ^ ^^'^^(1) ^ '^"•^ •^ ll^ (^ J ) •  ^- •-•(•4.2.3) 
while 'i'C^d-i - t .''R =0) - 0 
since ( X Q ^ , R ) is complete sufficient £of Ct\. ^ !, if a 
parameter hi^x , |) is estimable, using the Rao-Blackwell, 
Lehmann. Scheffe Tlieorem, thei^ e e.vists UMVnjE of hi\ . \ ) 
based on (X/^^^, R), Tliis shows that if there does not exist 
any untaaised estimator of h(>\_ . ^  ) based on (X^j,^, R), hi\ \ ) 
does not have an unbaised estimator, 
(4.3) SoBie Results: 
Theorem 1; hCn. , ^  ) is estimable only if Yi(\\ , ^  ) is of the 
form h (\^  , ^  ) = j^Q ur(lf\J ?^. where uodr^) does not 
depends on t^ . and ur{t) =0 for T .^ 1 
Proof: Suppose h(X -^ ) is estimable. Then there exists some 
statistic ©(X/j^j, R) such that 
Elv ^  g (X(;l^ ,^R)= h(X ' i Jf<^ t' ^»11 \lfc ^s"d \'^ 0...{4.3.1) 
From part (a) (d), the joint probability density function 
of X^j^^ and R is 
s\ 
f(X.i.,R) = ~ 
(r-D! 
X •• ^(1) '• t. r j-1 
fft,0) = exp (-n'^ (t-Y^ ) (4.3-2) 
From (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), we get 
\ 
(n ^  ) *' (t-x) ^'~ ^  / (r-1)! dx 
+ g(t,0) exp- [(n^ (t-'f\)] (4.3.3) 
for all "^\_ < t and 5 :- 0 
foi'* evei^ y fixed \^^, the R.H.S. of (4.3.3) is a power series 
in 5 so that the L.H.S. of (4.3.3) must also be a power 
series inC, . Thus h('i:\^, "H, ) must be of the form j^-.,-, ur(l\)J^. 
equating the coefficient of t on both sides of (4.3.3) we 
get uoCi^ )^ = g(t,0), for ell \\^  _;_ t, which shows that 
uo(Vi) does not deI^end» on i^ . Also ^_Q ur(t) ^^ -g(t.O) 
for all ^  >0 which implies that ur(t) = 0 for all r-'1 
Theorem 2: Suppose ur(x) is, differentiable in x't. then 
jy-Q ur (^ V I, ^  admits and unbaised estimator babied on X^^^ ®"*^  
R if and only if uo(>\^ ) does not depend on t\^ and urft ) = 0 
for all r_>l. Further moi'^ e, the ola^s of unbaised estimators 
of differentiable in iv^  paramatric functions consists 
e.xactly of functions if x and r which ai'^e continoua with 
5Z 
probability I in y. for x €: (0,t) for sLI r^ - I. 
(4.4) Unbaised EBtimatlon in the two sample problem: 
Suppose that two independent sets of items are put to 
test, where the first set contains nl elements, while the 
second set contains n2 elements. The lifetimes for items 
in set i are. ass'ijimed to be ii:d. exponential with location 
parameter ^i and failure r-ali c,i (1=1,2) 
we denote, by Ri the number of failures before time ti 
the set i (i= 1,2),then Ri's are indeif^ endent with Ri ^ -^Poisson 
(n^ (t^ -'t^ )), i = 1,2 
Given Ri = Vi _> 0, fclie ordered failure times for the 
set i say 
^(11) 5 ^(12) "'• "'• -^'(i ri ) ^^ ^^  ordered 
values of a random sample of sise ri from the in form (n^, 
t^) distribution, also define ^-{x,l) ~ ^i. ^^ ^i ~ *••" ^^=^'2) 
Estimation of n in this situation in (1984) Rasmpur 
and Ghose was considered for uncensored SiEimples aicid by 
chiou and cohen (1984) for type II censored samples. 
Theorem 3: h(n, 1, 2) is estimable only if it has the form 
rl=0 r2=0 "rl,r2 <^ ^^  ""^  ''^' ^^ '^ -^ uO,0(n) 
does not dei:>end on n, and 
Uv.1 wo ft) - 0 for rl > 1 
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Proof: hCt\, tl, ^2) is estimable only if for every fixed T^ , 
h(lr\^  &1, t2) is a bivariate power series in \ l and ^2. 
Hence, h{^, ^ 1, 1^ 2) must be of the form 
rl=0 r2=0 "rl,r2 ^^ \> ^ f^ VJ'^ ^^^ such a h O ^ \^^ \-^ 
with an estimator q(Z,f:i.R2) equating coefficient of ^ 1 , 
^ 2 on both sides, we get 
UQ, O(r^ ) = q{tl,0,0) for all 'i-j^ 6(0.t3) wiiich implies 
that UQ,0(i^) does not depend on i^ . Also 
rl=0 r2=0 "l,r2^<^i^ §t W" = r2=0 *3i'tl,0,r2) 
(to - t;^)^" (n2 5^^ 
r2! 
""•"•' "rl,r2 *^^ '^ " '•* ^^^'^ ^"^ il ^• 
Theorem 4: A parametric function 
rl=0 r2=0 "rl,r2 ^^V ^ '^ '^  ^ ^^ '^ ^^ ^^  "rKr2 ^ ^ > 
differentiable fox^  all \ 6: tl- is estimable if and oniy if 
u,-),0(l^ ) does not depend on h and u^ t^ ^^r;(tl) - 0 for i' J^  1 
Now, we consider the case when \y^ and >i^, are not 
necessarily equal, but 
^1 = '§2 = ^ . let R - Ri-»-Ro-
this case fX^ j^ j^ x, ^(21) R^ '^^  
It is easy to see that in 
sufficient for ("H^, ^2'"^ -^ Also R—^Poisson (Cc, ,'; 
5^ 
where C = c(V^ ) "1=1 ri (ti - 'rv^ ) 
The cioint probabiLlty density function (p.d.f! oi 
U^ = X, jLj^ ), ^2 - X(2i) '^'^^''^ '^ i® given by 
f(ul, u2, r) = nln2^^ exp l-c'i, ) [nl( tl-ul 5-^ n2( t2~u2 ) 1^ '~-
/(r-2M 
if r j^  2 , \ i < ui < ti , (i = l,2) 
= nl^' ^ ^ exp (-c'l^ ) (tl-ul)^'^ / (r-1)! 
if r jii 1, u2 = t2. '»\1 < ul < t/ 
= n2*' ^  *' exp (-c^) (t2-u25^'"^ / (r-D! (4.3.6) 
if r 3- 1, ul •:. tl, 1^ 2 < u2 <- t2, 
= exp (-C \ ) if r=0 '•==> ul = tl and u2 = t2 
Theorem 5: (Uj^ , Uo- R) is complete for (^^^' '*l2' *=> ^ ' 
Theorem 6: h('i\-j^, "^ \2* ^  ' ^ ^ estinable only if it is of the 
form p_Q urO^ji' ^ \2 ^  V^ whei^ e uo(l^. 1^ 2^  does not depend 
on "i-^  and )^o and ur(tl, t2) ' 0 for every r _^  1. 
E£QQ£: From (4,3.65 it follows that h(i\-j^ ,l-^ , ):^ ) is 
estimable only if fox- each fixed V^ s.nd \|2 if is a power 
series in t^^ Hence an estiaia.ble h.(V"^ , V\2- ^  ) cftust be of the 
form _^(-, ur(^j^,Y^2' ^ ^' 
Ft^ om (4.3-6) it follows also that if q(V^JJ2~'R) is an 
•unbaised estimator of ^^-Q ur(V^ 2.'^ 2 * S^' *^''i ~ '^'(il)*' i=l'2 
then equating the coefficient of t'-* from two identical power 
r^ 
series in !^  >0, one gets cj(tl,t2,0) = L'O(V\^ ,^Vi2 * '^ '^^ "^ ^^  
1:^1 € (0,tl) and "V^ 2 €. (0,t2) so that u0(V}^,V2i cl<"-'^s i^i<'-»t 
dep>end on Y^ j^  and "^1^2- Also for (V<i, Vv-) = (tl, t2) one gets 
^ ur(tl,t2) 1^ = q(tl,t2,CU for all ^> 0 which yields 
ur(tl,t2) = 0 fpr every v>^ 1. 
Ho tee 1: If one of the parametet^s. say \-\Q is known, then ul 
and k are sufficient tor (\i-> ^ ) and have Joint (jt.d.f), 
given by 
nlChl(tl-uV+n2{t2-V^2)]^ ^  ^  
f(ul,r) = exp {-c 5 ) 
(r-D! 
r > I, \ < iji, < tl (4-3-7) 
f(tl,r) = exp (-cV^) fn2 ^ (t2-Vj^ )^ )/rl (4.3.8) 
, r > 0 
where C = ^-j^ nifti-Y^ ^^ ) 
(U1,R) is complete sufficient for O'^ i. 1> and if a 
parametric function h(Vu , ^ ) is estimable, them it mast be 
of the form _^(-, ur(V^) H,^ , where uO(^, ) does not depend 
on V^ i-
(2) If ^ is known, then any diffei^entiable 
uO (hi,^ "(/;/) is estimable-
(3) we considei'^  the case where ^-^ = ^\2 - M and 
^1 - \ 2 -% . In this case (2,R) is sufficient for 
5G 
(\\, ^ )- Also , the. joint %ydf of Z and R is given by 
f(z,r) = exp(-m. M(nl4-n2) ^ ^(nK tl-z )+n2( t2-2) ^ ~^ /(r-l)l 
r > l. V\ < = < t (4.3,9) 
fftj^ ,r) = exp (-m^) (n2 | (n2 ^  (t2-tl)^ )/r! (4,3.10) 
r 2 1 
f (t^ ,0) = exp (-m ^) (4.3.11) 
where m = ^Z^ ni(ti-'i\) 
we can check that (2,R) is ccpmplete for (J\, ^ ). .A parainatric 
function h(\\, ^ ) is e3tis-iabl(? if and only if it has the form 
^"TQ ur(^ «^ )^^^ where uOCl-^ ) does not depend on 1^ . Thus, in 
this case h is not eetaneal^le, but t, is estinable and for 
unknown 'ii, the UMVUE of ^ is given by 
A oO 
^ = (R-1) i-i ni(ti-Z) lE,"^  Ij-R > 2] (4.3.12) 
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CHAPTER V 
Estimation of Parameters of K Exponential 
Distributions in Doubly censored samples 
(5-1) Introduction: 
Consider K ext-onential disti^ibutions with the density 
function of JL^ " population (l=l,2,...k) given by 
fi(x) = l/er exp [ -(X-Aii)/6" ], X iiJLu, S > 0. 
From the 1 population, a i^ andom sainpJ o of sise ni 
under type II censoring scheme is available, where the 
smallest rl ( > 0 ) and the lax'^sest si ( _> 0 ) observations 
are not observed. Tlie remaining mi = ni-ri-si ( >_ 1 ) 
ovsem'ations arranged in an increasing ordei^ of magnitude 
are 
^ri4l :;;: -"^ri-fl' - '^ li-si 
we assume that the K samples are independent and the 
total numbei'^  of available obsei^vations m = S* ml is at 
least equal to the number of parameters, that is m ^ k+1. 
Tlie aim ieii) to estimate K location parameters ui and the 
common scale pai^ameter G" from such doubly censored. Samples 
(111 to test the equality of unknown locatim parameters 
assuming the- common scale parametet^ to be known. 
Some work for such a single sampTg_{Jk=_XJ.,.^ "• been done 
by Sarhem(1955), Epsteint 15>e^ J'r ' aii"d" " i^ ^^ W^i and 
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GreenbergC 1957, 1971). These authors have mnixily considered 
the Best Linear Unbaised Estimators (BLUEs) j^nd simplified 
linear estimators involving linear functions of order 
statistics. The ma.in reason for studying these estimators, 
instead of MLEs, was their simplicity as also the 
uncertainty about the performance of MLEs in small samples. 
For k=l, approximate expressions for the MLEs were 
given by Tiku(1967), Later Kambo(1978) obtained exact 
expressions for MLEs and showed that for the scale r>arameter 
6~, the MLE <r has a smaller MSE than that of BLUE fJT 
However, nothing can be said so conclusively for the location 
parameter. 
Some authors have studied the problems arising in 
doubly censored samples from k > 2 exponential distt^ibutions 
[ see Khatri (1981). Ti]:u(1981). Kambo and Awad (1985) and 
Samanta (1985)]. 
Tlku(1981) proposed and studied a statistic based on 
doubly or type II censoi^ed samples to test the equality of 
location parameters of two exponential distributions. The 
null distribution of the statistic was woi4:edout and an 
approximation in terms of the student's t distribution was 
given. Khatri (1981)derjved the power function of the test 
based on the statistic pi^oposed by Tiku(1981), Kambo and 
5^  
Awad(1985) generalized this statistic- to tewt the equality 
of location parameters of k( ^'2 ) exp>onential distribution 
with knovm coinmon scfjle parameter, obtained its null 
distribution and mentioned particular cases. Handa and Kambo 
(1987) obtained the p>ower function of this test statistic 
and also studied sp>ecial cases. 
In this chapter we compare the MSEs of the BLUEs and 
MLE of fxX, ^A2,,.-a^k and (J*. It is shown that for k •'' 2, the 
MLE 6~of (r is more efficient than the BLUE 6r of 6~ However, 
¥, A. 
in general for k 2. •"3-. f^ is more efficient th/iri r7- For the 
location parameter ^xx nothing conclusive c m be said about 
the performance of BLUE Mi relative to MLE ;^i. But for the 
special case of right censored samples (ri=0), the BLUE Ji4i 
is more efficient than /4i. 
(5.2) The Best linear Unbaised estimator (BLUE) and Maximum 
likelihood estimator (MLE) of p,i and 6^. 
»-, ^ 
BUJEi- For general k, the method for obtaining BLUEs Ali si"d 5" 
is the same as that of sarhan(1955) for k=l. Now, the 
moments of order statistics involved are given by 
E (Xj/^^) = Mi ^ ^k=l <ni-k+ir^ (5.2.1) 
S^  
(5.2.2) Cor (Xj^^^, ^Jl^^'' = ^" k=l ^i-ii-k-H)"" 
for j^jl 
Cor ( X / ^ ^ ^^jl^^^*^ = *^* f*-^^^  i^il = ^'2 k (5.2.3) 
Co 
For notational convenience, let 
ai = ^ ^ \ (ni-.i + l)-l 
bi = I^ "*"^  (ni-,i + l)~2 
d = £Zj^  (ni-ri-si-1) = m-k, and 
from equation <5.2-l) to (5,2.3K we obtain the BLUEs of ;^ i 
and 6" as 
JH i = Xj,j^-fi - ai er , i = l,2 k {5.2.4^ 
and 1^  = P/d (6.2.5) 
It may be noted that A<1, X^-.-.-M^ and b ai^ e redly 
informaly minimum variance unbaised estimators of All.U2...^k 
and 6" respectively, since (^ t^ i+i •^ 'rk+1' 1') is a 
complete sufficient statistic for (j.\l. . . .^ k^, 6). H\\e 
process of obtaining BLUEs also gives the variance and co-
variances. These ai^ e given by 
•< 
'•' . _ -c Var ( >Ai ) = (bi 4 ai-/ d ) G^. i=l k (5.2.6) 
Var ( §• ) = ^ / d (5.2.7) 
Cov ( Ai> €• ) = -ai 6^  / d . i = l k (5.2.8) 
Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE): 
Tlie joint likelihood function of k samples is given by 
Q 
IT*^ nil 
mi ^) L(;nl, M2..-nk>'?) = i = i ^'"-^ ri-exp(-(X^i^;j^-j.jii/fn 
r i l s i ! 
.exp [ - C s i ( X ^ i _ s i - A l i ) + j ^ i + i (Xj - Ai))/<5-] 
for Xj^ j^ j^^  > Mi fot- a l l i " l , . , , . k , (r > 0. 
Using the method of Tiku(1967) and Kainbo(1978) we f ind 
A A 
t h a t the MLE, ^1 /.<k and ST of JL\1 j-Uc and 6 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ^ a r e the s o l u t i o n s of the l i k e l i h o o d e<3uation8. 
ri/[exp(2fj,j^^;^) - 1] = (n i - r i ), i= l k, 
i=l fj=ri-H Zj^ -^ si 2,,i_3i - ri Z^.^^^/exp(Z^.^^^-l)'^ = m 
where Z^ = (Xj - ;L\i )/er on solving there equations, we get 
A<i = Xj.i^ .1 - Ci 6", i =1 k (5.2.9) 
A. 
6* = P/m = P / (d+k) (5.2.10) 
where Ci = log tni/(ni-ri)] (5.2.11) 
(5.3) Compriflon of the BUUE and MLE of the scale paraineter 6" 
For tabulation and other purposes it is more convenient 
to work with, d instead of m=d+k. Since the BLUE b is 
unbaised foi^  6", hence itts MSE is e<aual to its variance 
given in e<3uation (5.2.7). Foi^  the MLE 6", note that from 
equations (5.2.5) and (5.2.10). 
we can write 
(S-J 
(r= ci T / (d+k) wi th 
E ( ^ ) = d e ' / (d+k) 
and var (G") = d (D-/ (d+k) 2 
This fo i s a foaised est i i r iator of (^wi th MSE given by 
MSE ((T) = (d4-k)2 (f- / (d-t-k)^ 
•H. A. 
consequently, the relative efficiency of (3" compared to 6" is 
MSE ( er ) d (d+k)2 
E = 5 f — = - — 
MSE ( (T ) (d+k)^ 
lahlfii: Ef f ic iency E of 6 r e l a t i v e t o 6. 
K 
d 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
15. 
20. 
25. 
30. 
1 
0.5000 
0.6667 
0.7500 
0.8000 
0.8571 
0.8889 
0.9091 
0.9375 
0.9524 
0.9615 
0.9677 
2 
0.5556 
0.7500 
0.8400 
0-8889 
0.9375 
0.9600 
0.9722 
0.9862 
0.9917 
0.9945 
0.9961 
3 
0.6250 
0-8800 
1.0000 
1-0612 
1-1111 
1-1240 
1-1243 
1.1111 
1.0964 
1.0842 
1.0744 
4 
0.6800 
1 - OOCK* 
1.1633 
1.250C> 
1.3200 
1.3333 
1.3265 
1.2881 
1.2500 
1.2188 
1.1938 
5 
0.7222 
1.1020 
1.3125 
1.4321 
1.5372 
1.5621 
1.5556 
1.5000 
1.4400 
1.3889 
1.3469 
G5 
The efficiency E is greftter that 1 whenever d > k/(k-2). 
Since in general d is large. E > 1 for most valxxes of k _> 3 
»^. 
This shows that in general for k > 3, the BLUE 6" is a 
/^  
better estimator of 5* than <5". But for k < 2, the value of E 
/\ 
is less than 1, and MLE (5", even though baised. Is better 
them <5*. These conclusions agree with the ohwerv^tions made 
by Kambo (1978) for k=l. In table 1, we tabulate the 
efficiency E for d=l (1) 4(2) 10(5) 30 for k = 1(1)5, 
By direct differentiation etc, it is easy to show that 
for fixed k, the efficiency B attains a maximum value at 
dQ = k^/ Ck-2). Hence for k < 2, there efficiency E 
increases to 1 as d tends to infinity, while for k _>, 3, the 
efficiency E first increases and then decreases to 1 as d 
tends to infinity. In the later case, the inaxiinuin efficiency 
is attained at [d^ l or [d^D+l, where [dc,] is the integeral 
part of CIQ. 
Location parameterB: Using equations (5.2.4) (5.2.9) and 
(5.2.10), the MLE ui can be written as 
All = Mi 4 (ai-Ai) 6', 
whei^ e Ai = dci/ (d4k) (5.3.1) 
unbaisedness of /ti and G then shows that Mi is a basied 
estimator of jui with bais equal to (ai-Ai) 6^  
(^^ 
Further, eqijiations (5-2.6). f5.2.7) and (5.2.8) give 
Var( Ai ) = (bi+Ai^/d) (?2 
Therefore MSE ( /u ) = f (ai-Ai^ '+(bi-f-Ai^ '/d)] 6^ (5.3.2) 
*. 
Again due to unbaisedness of ^ L^ i, its MSE is equal to its 
variance given at equation (5.2.7). 
A direct comparision between the MSE ( A»i ) and MSE 
iHXi.) is difficult. But, if the i^" sample has no left 
censoring, that is, if ri=0, then equation (5.2.11) and 
(5.3-1) give Ci = Ai = (>. Hence in this irni:>ortant case. 
MSE (/li) = (ai^+bi) 6^ > MSE (jx±) 
The following example shows that in general nothing 
f 
definite can be concluded about the relative i:>erformance of 
jui and Mi« 
TCvamnl*»; Consider the case of two populations (k=2) with 
nl=5, rl=0, si=2 and n2=15, r2=12. and s2=l. 
Substituting these values in (5.2.7^) and (5.3,2) 
MSE ( Ml ) = 0.0533 (5"^' 
MSE ( M 2 ) = 1.4324 (T^  
MSE ( Ml ) = 0-0800 6^ 
MSE ( u2. ) = 1.3681 (J^  
Thus jui is better than ;^1, while M 2 is better tlian Xv2. 
Similar conclusions are also di^ awn by Kambo(1978) for the 
case of one population. 
CD 
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